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What are Social Bicycles?

Flexible Locking
Our smart-bike enables true A to B connectivity by allowing users to lock 
to any city bike rack for a nominal fee. 

Integrated Mobility

The Social Bicycles approach allows local smart-cards to be tied to user 
accounts, enabling seamless transit mobility.

Smart-Bikes
We pioneered the smart-bike approach to bike share by integrating all 
the lock technology on the bike rather than an expensive smart-dock.

Cost Savings

Capital costs are a fraction of dock-based bike share. The system results 
in a more efficient operation and generates increased revenue. $

Industry Leading Analytics 

The Social Bicycles platform allows cities to leverage the big data our 
smart-bike system generates. This enables actionable planning on a 
corridor by corridor basis. 

Web and Mobile Software

 Social Bicycles enables bike reservation through web, mobile, and 
directly onboard the bike. Riders can share ride data on social networks.
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What is a smart-bike?

Chainless shaft-drive 
transmission

Grip bell Reliable and
intuitive braking

Front basket
with ad panel

Front light

Hub brakes

All components secured 
with custom screws

Puncture-resistant
Kevlar tires

LCD Screen and KeyPad

Real-Time GPS/Accelerometer

Integrated Rear Lighting

Solar and Rider Powered

Comfort seat

Rust and corrosion
resistant aluminium frame
with stainless steel components

Sponsorship 
and branding 
space

Full fenders

Three or eight-speed
internally geared hubs

Step-through
frame

Kickstand

Keypad lock

RFID/NFC Reader

Smart-Bikes versus Smart-Docks
Traditional bike share relies on expensive and bulky smart-docks to secure the bike. 
Social Bicycles places all the locking technology on the bike itself,  greatly 
diminishing the infrastructure costs and offering enhanced features.

Integrated Lock
Each bicycle is equipped with a robust lock welded to the frame and tracked by 
real-time GPS. Unlike other systems, our GPS is a theft deterrent, a data-gathering 
technology, and  a tool for locating missing or stolen bikes. 

Data Collection
Our technology enables route sharing with friends to engage the wider public. 
Operators and cities can use this wealth of data to effectively allocate resources for 
infrastructure planning. 
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Welcome To

User-Experience
• LCD screen on each bike
• Large and prominent buttons for easy data entry
• Speakers guide user with audio

Bicycle Access
• RFID reader enables card access and integration with 
transit smart-cards
•Interfaces with web and mobile app for reservation.

Safety and Tracking
• Bright front and rear lighting with reflectors
• Real-time GPS for location tracking
• Accelerometer to detect theft

Robust and Resilient 
• Solar power, front hub generator, capacitors, 
  and battery pack for extra power storage
• Weathersealing against the elements
• Heavy-duty casing protects against impact 
• Robust, shatter-resistant screen 

2) Remove the “U” bar and 
place it in the holster

1) To unlock the bike, enter your  
4-digit PIN code at the bicycle

4) When you are finished riding,  lock 
the “U” bar around a rack 

3) Enjoy your ride!

What makes the Social 
Bicycle a smart-bike?
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What is revolutionary about Social Bicycles? 

Social Bicycles is revolutionizing bike share 
by pioneering the ‘smart-bike’ approach.

Dumb Bike DUMB DOCK SMART DOCK SMART BIKE

3G GSM connection
GPS accelerometer
electronic lock

RFID locks
kiosk POS interface
docking-point lock

coin operated
no electronics
chain security

free bikes
no payment
no protection

Wireless connectivity at each bicycle. Not each dock.

Each bike and kiosk communicates individually with our cloud service.  This eliminates the 
single point of failure that occurs with kiosk dependent systems.

Members can locate and reserve 
bikes using our web/mobile app, 
or using the bicycle keypad.

Each bike features active GPS which 
streamlines operations, 
replacing guesswork with hard 
data for a more efficient response
to rebalancing and repairs. 

SMART BIKES
COMPETITOR
SMART DOCKS

1965 1991 2005 2013
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What enhances the Social Bicycles 
rider experience?

Industry Leading Software
Social Bicycles provides the richest user experience on both web and mobile. Users 
can register on mobile or web, and in person at kiosks. Finding and reserving a bike 
is quick and convenient. Users can share ride data on the SoBi platform and on 
social media channels like Facebook or Twitter.

Find Reserve Ride Share Profile Statements

1.  Create your SoBi profile 2.  Select your membership

3.  Enter in payment information 4.  Set a 4-digit  PIN code 
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What makes the Social Bicycles 
operator experience smarter?

Best In Class Fleet Management

The Social Bicycles operator platform provides the industry’s most powerful fleet 
management software. Maintenance can be tracked and bicycles are GPS enabled. 
Usage can be aggregated system-wide and shared with municipalities, enabling 
actionable planning on a corridor by corridor basis. 

Real-Time Fleet Map

Dashboard StatisticsMaintenance Ticketing

Mapped Ride History Bike Management

User Management

Station Flow PatternsUsage Reporting
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How does Social Bicycles build bike share? 

Landing Pages Design

Social Bicycles offers the industry’s most 
compelling landing page design. Our team 
includes talented web designers with 
expertise developing engaging websites. 
Landing page sections include:

- Prelaunch splash page
- “Create an Account” or “Sign In”
- How it Works
- Mobile Applications
- Embedded Interactive Map
- Membership Pricing
- Safety Tips and Local Laws
- About Us 
- Blog Highlights (with link to full blog)
-Social media integration
-Membership counter 

Brand and Logo Design

Social Bicycles offers in-house graphic design 
scope for program branding and associated 
visual assets. Our marketing staff works with 
the graphics and industrial design teams to 
produce the most eye-catching brands. To 
maximize engagement, a quality brand design 
must capture the public’s imagination with a 
forward-looking and engaging personality. 

Social Cyclist 

Primary color palette

www.socialcyclist.com

CYAN

RGB: 8 150 193
CMYK: 79 25 13 0 
HEX: 17b3df

GREEN

RGB: 129 179 28
CMYK: 57 9 100 1 
HEX: 7eb31c

BLACK

RGB: 58 58 58 
CMYK: 0 0 0 95
HEX: 3A3A3B

PRIMARY

Social Cyclist 

Monochrome and Negative

COLOR ON WHITE WHITE ON COLOR WHITE ON BLACK

Social Cyclist 

Clear Space

Social Cyclist 

App Icon

IOS/ANDROID
512x512PX
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Map Design and Production

Social Bicycles also designs and produces 
station maps for your program’s signage and 
wayfinding. Each information panel requires 
accurate maps to indicate nearby stations, 
local bikeways, points of interest, safety 
information and sponsor messaging.

Our graphics and GIS staff design custom 
maps for local programs, tastefully conveying 
branding and advertisements. Social Bicycles 
works directly with your planning team to 
achieve accurate and expedient results.

Feasibility and Site Planning Services

Many Social Bicycles staff have planning 
experience at their local DOTs. Prior to 
joining SoBi, team members helped plan 
and implement NYC’s 200 mile bikeway 
sprint, CitiBike’s bike share station siting and 
installation, and numerous high-profile NYC 
street reconfigurations. 

We’re urban planners at heart and have 
extensive in-house experience performing 
bike share feasibility studies, station siting, site 
plan preparation, and permitting. We produce 
bike share suitability heat maps, connectivity 
analyses, rebalancing plans, and more. We 
bring real world expertise at a fraction of the 
cost of established planning firms.

How does Social Bicycles build bike share? 
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Social Cyclist
The Social Bicycles team has built a  
second application enabling the public 
to contribute to the feasibility and site 
planning process. The app is called Social 
Cyclist, and is available for free download 
(iOS and Android). 

The public can provide crowd-sourced 
suggestions for bike share station 
locations, record their own GPS plots, 
view statistics of their biking trips, set 
rendezvous points, and view real-time 
availability of bicycles for bike share 
systems around the globe!

How does Social Bicycles  activate markets?

Bike Share
 Station Requests

Record Routes
Ride with Friends
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What creates a Social Bicycles station? 

Racks
Social Bicycles offers custom racks, 
manufactured with durable powder-coated 
steel, which require no wiring or electronics. 
This increases robustness and reduces the 
cost of stations. Racks provide significant 
branding real-estate, lending the program a 
cohesive feel. We offer a Curved Rack and 
Square Rack to fit the needs of each program. 

Baseplates 
All station equipment can mount onto our 
modular baseplates, secured with custom 
security bolts to eliminate theft. This 
approach can forego bolting directly into the 
pavement, resulting in simpler installation 
and increased flexibility for relocation.
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Large Information Panel
The large information panel provides 58” 
by 30” double-sided windows to display 
station information, maps and wayfinding, 
safety tips, and branding opportunities for 
advertisers and sponsors. The poster is 
replaceable, and the panel can be standalone 
or integrated into the kiosk. This modularity 
increases installation options.

Compact Information Panel
The compact information panel provides 
43” by 11” double-sided display on the metal 
sign surface. The compact sign is ideal for 
smaller station locations, or for more cost-
effective information display.

What creates a Social Bicycles station? 

Kiosks
Kiosks are optional with the Social Bicycles 
system, and can be installed on a case-by-
case basis only at high-traffic stations to 
reduce cost.

The Social Bicycles kiosk has a touch-screen 
enabling account registration and payment. 
It accepts all major international credit/
debit cards. Kiosks are solar powered with 
backup batteries, and are modular to provide 
multiple installation options. Kiosks can 
be standalone, or can incorporate optional 
information panels.
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By the end of 2014, SoBi will be the second 
largest bike share company in North America.

Who is talking about Social Bicycles?

“Social Bicycles, 
a company that is 
changing the bike-
sharing game.”

“renters access “SoBi” bikes on 
a self-serve basis, picking them 
up, and parking them at their 
destination of choice.”

“The twist with Social Bicycles is that 
instead of custom-built racks that 
people visit to pick up shared bikes, 
the bikes themselves come with built-
in locks and GPS units.”

“Social Bicycles ... on a 
mission to change the 
bike-sharing model.”

“The concept here is not too 
dissimilar from a Zipcar -- you 
locate a bike using the Android 
or iOS app, find it on the street, 
enter your PIN, pull out the lock 
and you're good to go.”

“No Docking Stations 
Needed - A ‘Smarter’ Bike 
Share”

“a New York-based geek outfit 
called SoBi is peddling a fresh 
concept.”

“it will be a fascinating exploration of 
sharing in a city.”

“Shaking up the shared ride idea 
with a bike that’s deceptively high-
tech.”

SAN FRANCISCO AIRPORT, CA
40 Bikes

2013 Launch

SAN RAMON, CA
100 Bikes

2014 Launch

BOISE, ID
140 Bikes

2015 Launch

PHOENIX + TEMPE + MESA, AZ
200 Bikes

2014 Launch

TAMPA + ST. PETERSBURG, FL
300 Bikes

2014 Launch

ATLANTA, GA
500 Bikes

2015 Launch

PROVIDENCE, RI
200 Bikes

2015 Launch

OTTAWA, ON
300 Bikes

2014 Launch

HAMILTON, ON
750 Bikes

2014 Launch

P100, LAS VEGAS, NV
100 Bikes

2014 Launch

HAILEY, ID
40 Bikes

2013 Launch

AmEx, NYC
20 Bikes

2014 Launch

ORLANDO + WINTER PARK, FL
500 Bikes

2015 Launch

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
120 Bikes

2014 Launch

TOPEKA, KS
50 Bikes

2015 Launch

LONG BEACH, NYC
140 Bikes

2015 Launch

BUFFALO, NY
75 Bikes

2013 Launch

Where are our Social Bicycles?
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How is Social Bicycles more cost-effective? 

5 dock-based BIKES 10 Social Bicycles=
Double Your System Size With Social Bicycles!

Digital to Physical Branding Opportunities 

The Social Bicycles platform introduces new ad mediums, reinventing bike share 
sponsorship. Digital interactions through mobile, web, and social media create a unique way 
to reach millennials in an era where brands are struggling with just traditional messaging 
approaches. We use the power of integrating digital and physical platforms simultaneously:

- Through landing page and mobile/web application
- On-the-go with location based promotions
- At stations using ad-panels/kiosks
- On bikes via physical branding and basket ad panels
- Integration with multiple social media channels and hashtag contests
- By generating visual impressions with every trip
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Customer Overview

www.socialbicycles.com


